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Formative Assessment 



Tracking learners’ progress



The Pilot 



The Bridge



Why?



“Assessment is that part of evaluation 
that includes the collection and analysis 
of information about student learning,” 
(Genesee 2001) and is concerned with 
the student and with what the student 

does (Brindley 1989)
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The Learner in the center 
of the learning process



The Learner in the center 
of the assessment process



Who is my learner?
What do I want them 
to achieve?



The learner is not a passive 
consumer.

The learner is a co-
constructor of the 

lesson.

The learner has a VOICE. The learner must be 
emancipated through 

the lesson.

Aiming  at creating independent, responsible, 
thinking people



Learner voice
Learner emancipation
Learner autonomy
Language development 



When you give it a 
number, it becomes valid. 



Quizzes Progress Tests Unit Tests

Tracking progress: summative

Skills Tests Systems Tests Gamified tests





What is the effect on the learner?



Sense of achievement
Small celebrations
Recurring rituals



Pick your battles We are TEACHERS, not 
testers

Test i+1 Set achievable goals

Tips



Voice and flow We are TEACHERS, not 
testers

Accuracy or Fluency? Language or Content?

Tips



Continuous
Informs the teacher
Helps the learner reflect on learning (metacognitive)
Promotes independence and autonomy 
Includes self-assessment
Like a photo album
Check understanding during the lesson (pause) 

Formative Assessment 







YES/ NO Cards



Thumb it!



Keep moving I can help

Stop Slow down 

4 corners



“Learners have to hold a personal sense 
of agency – a belief that their behavior 
can make a difference to their learning 

in that setting” (Mercer, 2012)



The learner in the center of the assessment 
process

Self-assessment
Peer assessment

Collaborative assessment



Tracking Progress

Where I am 

What I’ve achieved so 
far

Where I want to go





Formative Assessment 

‘Why are we learning this?”

QFT

Open book exams

Crib Sheets

Student Portfolios



moods

WILY
Learning & Education

SB
Video

SB

My Reading Comprehension 

Vocabulary

WILT





The best way to learn is…

(in groups write 3 answers)



Turn your answers into 
questions



The best way to learn is by reading every day.
Is the best way to learn by reading everyday?  



The best way to learn is to have a good teacher.
Is the best way to learn to have a good teacher?



Add more questions!



What is the best way to learn?
Can we learn when we sleep?
Why do we forget what we 

learn?
Is there a science of learning?
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OE or CE?



What is the best way to learn? OE
Can we learn when we sleep? CE

Why do we forget what we learn? OE
Is there a science of learning? CE

OE or CE?



Choose your best questions. 



Short quiz with Students’ Questions



Formative Assessment 2 

Critical Summaries

Games as an assessment tool

Send your test question

Add a test question

Create your own assessment system and assess yourself



SPRE



Prepare 3 T/F questions for your classmates
Create  2 MC questions for your classmates
Create 1 open-ended question for your classmates. 
Which of your questions are answered?
Which questions are left unanswered? Choose one you care 

more about and do some online research to find the 
answer. 

Read the text and…



Thumbs game: 
hard, so so or bad?

Highlight your 
essential words

Read the text again and

Circle your favorite
paragraph

Which paragraph is the 
most difficult to 

understand?





Formative Assessment 3 

PBL & Presentations

Role plays

Grade yourself

Trace your progress

Journals



PBL 



In groups, prepare a research-based presentation 
about school systems. Compare and contrast 2 

school systems. 





Design your ideal 
school.







Collaborative Assessment (idea by Jessica Smith)

https://www.edutopia.org/profile/jessica-smith


How did you assign roles?
Was it helpful to provide feedback for one another?

Could we have made more efficient use of our timing?
What do you think went well?

Did you feel restricted given the quality criteria we agreed on? 
How would you have changed this?

What should we keep in mind 
for next time?

How did you start 
solving the problem?

Group self assessment 





How did your group approach this project?
What role did you play?
Do you think your group accurately answered our question? 
Why or why not?
What grade would you give your group based on your answer.
What would you do the same or differently next time?

Self-assessment





Formative Assessment 4 

Test/ Re-test

Make up test

Best effort counts

Pair/ group test

Research based test



Ask students to evaluate 
themselves

I did 
well!A- WILT

Self Assessment 



Self-assessment using Polls



What
I
Learned
Today

WILT





What
I
Learned
Yesterday 

WILY



Example with Writing 

Ask your learners to check their first draft with web tools like 
paperrater, write&improve, clichewriter, Grammarly etc. 

Ask them to submit their corrected version along with brief notes 
or a checklist with what they changed.

Self-assessment before Teacher-assessment



Honor Code: 

Have learners sign or  read aloud and sign a mini-
contract before their test that says in their mother 

tongue that it’s them, the learners, who are in charge of 
their learning and that all the test answers are theirs 

because the knowledge is theirs. 





Trust



Gives them motivation and 
engagement

Formative Assessment

Makes learners active co-
constructors of the learning 
process

Gives them ownership and agency



How can I check what they know?

Share responsibilityBe open



Thinking outside the box?



There’s no box!



CREDITS: This presentation template was created by Slidesgo, 
including icons by Flaticon, and infographics & images by Freepik

Thanks!
Do you have any questions?

maria@glossomatheia.com

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr

